Constitution Vocabulary

1. What is the United States Constitution?

2. The phrase from the Preamble, more perfect Union, means the laws established will keep improving our country. What small action can you do to improve a problem or need around you?

3. To establish justice means we try to make our rules, actions, and attitudes fair to all people. Give an example of habits and rules that establish justice, in your experience.

4. The term domestic tranquility means peace at “home.” What is one thing you do to practice peace in the relationships and communities in your circle?
5. When we promote the general welfare, it means making decisions that are best for the most people involved. What practices in the classroom or school are set up to make learning and the flow of the day better for all students?

6. The term liberty means freedom. Why do you think the writers made clear that liberty was a blessing? What is an example of a liberty you have, that is, a choice you can make without permission?

7. The writers were thinking of posterity, or the people who live after us. What is something you do now that makes a better world for people of the future?